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A New Genre
The Chickening
is the first of its kind in remixed, augmented cinema. It is a theatrical trailer for
a fictional film in which Stanley Kubrick’s classic film 
The Shining
has been artfully transformed into a
new, poultryinfused comedy adventure by digitally altering the film to create a new narrative. This new
style of filmmaking is a hilarious collision of classic films with modern day visual effects; “Cinegraffiti” —
the ultimate neonostalgic visual feast for this digital age.
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THE CHICKENING
Synopsis:

Jack Torrance takes a new job as senior chief night manager for “Charbay’s Chicken World” —
a stateoftheart, volcanofried, fastfood poultry production facility and resort strategically built on an
active volcano. Jack travels to the remote facility with his wife, Wendy, and 42yearold manchild son,
Danny. During orientation, Mansturd Nurlman (regional manager of Charbay’s) mentions a new
experimental product that is currently under development: “The Shiny” — a brand new BBQ sauce
created in the research laboratory deep within the radioactive volcano. Strange things start happening
to Jack after he tries the sauce, and he slowly begins morphing into a chicken creature and becomes
unstable and aggressive.
Scatmok (a hyperdimensional alien) conspires with Danny and his little friend Tony (a snarky
Italian man who happens to be Danny’s index finger) to steal the recipe for “The Shiny” but their plan is
compromised when they realize the horrific side effects of the experimental BBQ sauce. Danny and
Scatmok decide they must destroy the BBQ sauce pipeline in order to stop the spread of this condition
that has mutated Danny's father.
Meanwhile Jack has learned some of the restaurant's darkest secrets from some of the other
employees, including a potential cure for his condition. In the end, the restaurant is destroyed in a
spectacular exploding BBQ sauce conflagration, with Wendy, Danny, Tony, Scatmok and a nowcured
but frozensolid Jack, who grumpily curses his former employers as they drive off in the BeakMachine
into the sunset.
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ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS
NICK DENBOER / COCREATOR / WRITER / DIRECTOR /
ANIMATOR
2015 Showreel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bhEdB352U
Nick denBoer is a video artist, producer, animator, editor, director,
music composer, and remixer from Toronto, Canada. He is
proficient in all aspects of video and music production and
specializes in producing comedy for web, television and
advertising. Nick has spent the past few years writing, directing
and producing comedy bits for 
CONAN
on TBS where he has left
his mark and helped shape the show with his cutting edge
technical comedy style. Nick has directed and produced segments
on many other TV shows both Canadian and abroad. He is also a
prominent remix artist online and has produced viral content for
the likes of 
VICE MAGAZINE
, DC SHOES USA, MONDO MEDIA
and many more large online audiences. Nick’s unique and
multifaceted skillset in production makes him an unstoppable
oneman video army. Nick has been developing this unique style
of comedy video augmentation for years and all the skills he has
developed (along with Davy Force) have culminated to form this
groundbreaking film remix project. 
THE CHICKENING
is just the
beginning.

DAVY FORCE / COCREATOR / WRITER / DIRECTOR /
ANIMATOR
Showreel:
https://vimeo.com/41806591
Davy is a Los Angeles based commercial animation director,
independent film/video maker, and visionary audio/video remix
artist also known as TV Sheriff. His professional work has
included directing/animating several animated title sequences for
television, such as Adult Swim’s 
Tim and Eric Awesome Show
Great Job
as well as multiple television commercials, music
videos, concert visuals and has been nominated for a Primetime
Emmy Award. Davy’s independent films and videos have
screened on IFC network and film festivals such as Spike and
Mike’s Twisted Animation, Resfest and the Holland Animation
Festival. He is also building a 24hour independent television
network called InfoChammel as well as developing and creating
nextlevel comedy video remix projects in collaboration with his
amazing pal, Nick denBoer.
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Q&A with CoDirectors NICK DENBOER & DAVY FORCE

What inspired you to create this style of film?
The two of us have been kicking this idea around for years; taking a classic film and putting it through
the digital blender with visual effects to create a new narrative. We are both visual effects and remix
artists so applying this editing/production style to a classic film like 
The Shining
is the holy grail of remix
projects and we both finally had a few months free this spring to collaborate and put this together. The
inspiration for the chicken theme probably stems from Nick’s experience growing up on a chicken farm
and working in the family poultry butcher shop for years. One has to develop a sense of humour about
poultry when handling it all day in its raw form. “The Shining” is such an iconic and visually striking film
that it leant itself perfectly to augmentation. The juxtaposition of turning a horror film into a comedy adds
a whole extra layer of hilarity. The internet is full of parody and remix style clips in this vein, but no one
has taken it to these transformative lengths and we really feel that this could blossom into a whole genre
of recycled and remixed augmented films. The classic film becomes a malleable medium; paint for a
new canvas.

How did you create a new narrative using an existing film?
We did a lot of character replacement by motion tracking a new actor’s mouth over the original cast
which allowed us to inject a new plot. To pay homage to the original film, we decided to keep some of
the character’s dialogue from the original film. This allowed us to write around existing dialogue and
replace one half of a conversation which, when edited, is a really funny way to create something in an
entirely new direction while tipping our hat to the original film. We also loaded every scene with new
objects, chickens and characters, and altered the architecture and set design with a plethora of visual
effects, which transforms the film to support the new plot.

How was the visual style achieved?
We are both visual effects artists so we applied our skills and used a range of techniques from 3D
modelling and match moving, to greenscreen compositing and motion tracking. We basically used
every trick we could to augment the film into a multilayered comedy. It is crammed full of easter eggs
and new things you discover the more times you watch it. We dressed the set with foreign objects,
composited in new characters, altered existing characters’ facial features and altered architecture with
3D models. The idea is that every single frame has been altered from the original film, yet every frame
contains elements from the original film.

Will you make 
The Chickening
into a longer film?
The Chickening
is currently presented as a pseudotrailer. It is a sample of things to come. We have
an extended version plotted out, however we can apply this technique to just about any film so we are
currently testing the waters to see where this could go commercially. We are really excited to do more
of this type of work, whether it’s extending this film or transforming someone else’s film. It’s a fresh new
style and a lot of fun to produce.
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THE CHICKENING
CREDITS
CINEBALLS FILMS
Presents
A SMEARFORCE!
Production
In Association with
FORCE! EXTREME ANTIMATION, GENERIC VERSATILITY INC.
INFOCHAMMEL & SMEARBALLS
A Film by
NICK DENBOER & DAVY FORCE
Directed by
NICK DENBOER and DAVY FORCE
Written by
Produced by
CoProducers
Music by
Edited by

NICK DENBOER
DAVY FORCE
NICK DENBOER
DAVY FORCE
JOHN WOODEN
KENNY HOTZ
NATE MILLS
NICK DENBOER
NICK DENBOER
DAVY FORCE

CAST
The original cast of 
The Shining
Jack
Wendy
Scatmok
Alfonzo
Lloyd
Manstur
Danny

JACK NICHOLSON
SHELLEY DUVALL
SCATMAN CROTHERS
BARRY DENNEN
JOE TURKEL
BARRY NELSON
DANNY LLOYD

THE CHICKENING CAST
Kenny
Danny
Tony
Lloyd
Alfonzo
Manstur
Wendy

KENNY HOTZ
CAD GOLD JR.
NICK DIBRIZZI
TIM BERESFORD
TIM BERESFORD
TIM BERESFORD
LEANNE O’BRIEN
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Dancers / Body Double

Visual effects
Sound Design
Sound Mix
Chicken Wranglers
Original Score
Singers

Voice Announcers
Title Design
Casting

BRIEN RULLMAN
NICK DENBOER
NICK DENBOER
DAVY FORCE
NICK DENBOER
DAVY FORCE
NICK DENBOER
NICK DENBOER SR.
CORRIE DENBOER
NATE MILLS
LEANNE O’BRIEN
NATE MILLS
CAD GOLD JR.
ROQUE
DAVY FORCE
MEL SHINER
DAVY FORCE
NICK DENBOER
DAVY FORCE

MUSIC
“Cluck Goes The Chicken”
Written and Performed by
Nate Mills

“Come Play With Us Danny”
Written and Performed by
Nick DenBoer
Special Thanks To

Danping & Nova Foss
Nick & Corrie DenBoer
The Poultry Place
Kenny Hotz
Leanne O’Brien

John Wooden
Team Coco
Stanley Kubrick
Warner Bros. Films
David Meese
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FILM STILLS
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